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There is no doubt that Zionism is 
a heavily-loaded concept involving 
fierce debates over Jewish identity, 
as well as the impacts it has made 
on the course of events in world 
history, particularly the State of Is-
rael and the Palestinian conflict. Al-
though it is a relatively new aspect 
of the issue, the strong ties between 
the United States and Israel is given a central 
position here, considering the effective influ-
ence of the Jewish community on the Ameri-
can political scene. This influence has even 
caused people living outside of the U.S. to 
think that American Jewry–except for some 
marginal individuals and groups–monolithi-
cally supports Israel at any cost and even di-
rects American foreign policy in line with Is-
rael’s interests. 

Dov Waxman’s book, Trouble in the Tribe: The 
American Jewish Conflict over Israel, is a work 
that extensively tackles this debate. Waxman’s 
arguments are diligently presented, and the 
necessary details regarding the topic are ex-
plained for those without any prior knowl-
edge of this issue. As a significant challenge 
to the perceived monolithic support of the 
American Jewish community to Israel, Wax-
man claims that a historic change is taking 
place in American Jewry’s relationship with 
Israel, in which unquestioned support for Is-
rael with a pre-accepted consensus is over and 
‘Israel is fast becoming a source of division 
rather than unity’ (p. 3). Waxman predictably 

applies a sociological perspective 
on the discussion rather than main-
taining a focus on the international 
relations aspect of the topic. 

Under the spotlight of his main ar-
gument, the author goes into detail 
about how the American Jewish re-
lationship with Israel has evolved 

throughout history in the first chapter, “The 
Changing American Jewish Relationship with 
Israel.” In the following chapter, “The End of 
‘Israel, Right or Wrong,’” he analyzes how this 
aforementioned change was engendered. He 
maps out the divergence of thoughts on this 
issue in chapter, “The Argument about Israel.” 
He specifically focuses on American Jewish 
public opinion about the Palestinian conflict 
in the chapter “The Erosion of Consensus,” 
while the chapter entitled, “The Fracturing of 
the Pro-Israel Lobby” describes the pro-Israel 
lobby issue as a hot potato topic. Discussing 
the current situation of the American Jewish 
establishment in “The Challenge to the Jew-
ish Establishment,” and the gradually eroding 
cohesion of the Jewish community in, “The 
Polarization of American Jewry,” the author 
concludes his work by emphasizing the im-
plications he draws from his study for U.S. 
policy-makers, the Israeli government, and 
the Jewish community. 

As the greatest success of the book, it can 
be said that the author seems truly convinc-
ing about his main argument. Against some 
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deep-rooted generalizations and clichés, 
which might be observed in the minds of 
many people who are interested in this topic, 
the book poses a strong challenge by explain-
ing what actually happens beyond those per-
ceptions, and bringing those notions into 
serious question. The author goes so far as 
to describe the current situation as “the new 
Jewish Question” (p. 12), and clearly empha-
sizes the role of young American Jews in the 
shifting dynamics of the relationship between 
American Jewry and Israel in many parts of 
the book. Therefore, the reader is able to un-
derstand that the reality is far different from 
the presumed monolithic support to the State 
of Israel. 

Another successful aspect of the book in-
volves the classifications made by the author 
for some sub-debates among the Jewish com-
munity. For instance, in the first chapter, he 
demonstrates a considerable achievement in 
discussing the content of the American pro-
Israel stance by explaining several pillars 
which he calls the five “Fs”: Familyism, Fear, 
Functionality, Faith, and Fantasy; this analy-
sis assists him in being more persuading in 
his arguments. Despite such classifications, 
mostly involving some redlines and clear-cut 
arguments which might easily put the au-
thor in a difficult position, Waxman avoids 
that danger and demonstrates how different 
camps in the Jewish community are actually 
separated by relatively thin lines. 

Last but not least, Waxman brings the issue of 
Jews getting married to people outside of the 
community to the forefront. He reveals this 
intra-community debate in which the issue is 
seen a grave danger for the protection of Jew-
ish identity, and recalls what Gilad Atzmon, a 
long-debated figure in the Jewish community, 
said about the concept of “marginal politics” 
in his book The Wandering Who (2011, p. 43): 

“For the marginal politician, assimilation, 
emancipation, integration and even libera-
tion are death threats.”

Ironically, this positive aspect of the book also 
paves the way for noticing some of its failures. 
For instance, the discussion of Jewish iden-
tity in its essence, although discussed in some 
parts of the book, remains reasonably weak. 
Despite Waxman’s success in framing the di-
vergence of thoughts on the Palestinian con-
flict and the State of Israel among the Jewish 
community, he seems to have sidestepped the 
debate on the essence of Jewish identity and 
presumed a given definition of being a Jew. 
Acknowledging that the intra-community 
challenges involved in the issue of support-
ing Israel are also linked to objections over 
commonly accepted aspects of Jewish iden-
tity, would give Trouble in the Tribe the ap-
pearance of a full-fledged work. Waxman no-
tably fails to discuss the fact that many Jews 
who staunchly support Israel actually em-
brace what Chaim Weizmann, a prominent 
Zionist figure and the first Israeli president, 
said on being a Jew: “There are no English, 
French, German or American Jews, but only 
Jews living in England, France, Germany or 
America.” 

The lack of debate on the issue of Jewish 
identity also detriments Waxman’s discus-
sion of the future of Israel topic. The author 
focuses instead on evaluating the issue within 
the paradigm of one-state or two-state solu-
tions, which should more properly be clas-
sified under the Palestinian conflict debate. 
Specifically, the Palestinian conflict and its re-
percussions within the Jewish community in 
the U.S. overshadow the debate on the State 
of Israel as a matter of Jewish identity crisis. 
This containment of the discussion also leads 
the author to fall into the trap of repetition 
and undermines his productivity. Reference 
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Conflicts in the Middle East Since 
1945 outlines the key low and high 
intensity conflicts that occurred in 
the Middle East (ME) from 1947 
to 2007. The content is oriented 
toward the diplomatic, political, 
religious, social and economic de-
velopments in the region. Its scope 
is very specific, and includes the in-
ternal, state-state, regional and global orien-
tations of conflicts ranging from North Afri-
can Algeria to Iran, the last corner of Middle 
Eastern country. The authors are conversant 
in the security and geo-political dynamics of 
the region, and the role of local (ideological 
actors within the state), regional (Arab, Israeli 
and Iranian) and international actors (Eu-
rope, the U.S., the former USSR and Russia). 
They provide a critical narration of the nodes 
of agreements and disagreements in key dia-
logues, peace processes, and understandings 
for ceasefires between parties of the conflicts 

in the Middle East, such as Arab-
Israel, Egypt-Israel, Jordan-Israel, 
Lebanon-Israel, PLO-Israel, Iraq-
Iran, Iraq-Kuwait, the Arab League 
etc. The language and vocabulary 
used in the book is comprehensive, 
cohesive and descriptive, and stocks 
a history of key relevant events in a 
very streamlined manner helping 

readers build a historical construct of the na-
ture, scope and significance of a number of 
target conflicts in the Middle East. The au-
thors draw upon Thomas Hobbes’s theoretical 
concept of ‘war of all against all’ to explicate 
the phenomenon of unrest, conflicts and wars 
in the Middle East.

The book may be criticized for some ideo-
logical distortions, biasness and deficiencies 
in its content. First, the authors take a posi-
tion by starting their book by mentioning a 
very radical statement (p. 8) made by General 
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to Yakov Rabkin’s works on this issue, and 
discussing how the U.S. Jewish identity will 
be shaped in regard to the future of Israel 
would be definitely more contributive to the 
literature.

Despite these shortcomings, Trouble in the 
Tribe has the potential to make a significant 
contribution to the literature on the issue of 
U.S.-Israel relations and the U.S. Jewish com-
munity. Not only those carrying out academic 
studies, but anyone who is interested in learn-

ing about these much-discussed topics, will 
certainly gain a clearer perspective with the 
help of this book. Consequently, Waxman’s 
work and its insightful comments will allow 
people to conduct discussions on this topic 
on a more solid basis. The author provides a 
clear analysis of what is going on within the 
American Jewish community, a necessary 
contribution given the likelihood of more 
pieces being published, especially thanks to 
the current context of U.S.-Israel relations 
under the Trump administration.


